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Research regarding Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs) has been a priority in the defense
industry for several years. Recently, the interest in this area has grown in the academic
environment. For MAV research, RIT currently has a longitudinal, load cell based wind
tunnel balance designed, fabricated and validated by Andrew Walter [1]. The balance allows
for the measurement of lift and drag. The objective of this research is to further the
capabilities of the balance system by automating the testing procedure and modifying the
data acquisition system to collect dynamic frequency domain lift and drag measurements.
Obtaining dynamic data will allow the measurement and characterization of oscillatory
instabilities in MAVs and airfoils at near stall angles of attack. The primary improvements
include the utilization of filters to remove the structural influence of the balance from the
frequency data, the addition of an inclinometer into the data acquisition, and the integration
of a controller and step motor to automate angle of attack adjustments. Tests were performed
on a flat plate to validate the automation of static data collection and the LRN-1007 to
validate dynamic data acquisition and analysis. The flat plate test data agrees with published
values with minor bias error. The sources of bias error include test section wall interaction,
minor changes in calibration values over time, and test object interference with the pressure
probe at high angles of attack. The LRN-1007 was successfully tested and compared with
published values using the Strouhal number to angle of attack relationship. The flat plate and
LRN-1007 testing provides sufficient evidence to validate the capabilities of the upgraded
balance. Additional testing was performed on the RIT Thnikkaman MAV to fulfill the
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1 Introduction
Research regarding Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs) has been a priority in the defense
industry for several years. Recently, the interest in this area has grown in the academic
environment. Several institutions have MAV design programs and participate in the annual
international MAV competition. The majority of designs are based on low-speed airfoil data,
previous research, and trial and error flight testing. While flight testing has many benefits,
testing prototypes can unnecessarily jeopardize expensive equipment. There is a strong need
for wind tunnel systems capable of testing MAVs to prepare them for test flights. In 2004 a
thesis by Walter [1] designed, fabricated, and validated a longitudinal, load cell based wind
tunnel balance for this purpose.
Many institutions have balances designed to test airfoils in low Reynolds number
flows. There are several issues that make MAV testing on such balances difficult. To obtain
low Reynolds number flows, some researchers use water tunnels. This is an excellent
method for testing airfoils; however, MAVs contain electronic components that would be
damaged in water tunnel testing. Another common problem is the mounting method. Most
low Reynolds number balances use either a hanging sting intended to mount to the side of the
test object or support an airfoil on both sides near the tunnel walls to create 2-D conditions.
While these methods are optimal for airfoil testing, they create problems when mounting
complex test objects. Walter designed the RIT balance to use a rear mounting sting. This
type ofmounting is commonly used in higher Reynolds number model testing due to its ease
of use and adaptability. Walter used the balance to test the RIT Thnikkaman MAV. To
improve the ease and speed of testing the balance system was upgraded for this thesis to
automate the process, allowing testing to be performed with little manual assistance from the
researcher.
During test flights, the Thnikkaman MAV exhibited oscillatory instability. This
presented an opportunity for improvement of the balance system. An objective of this thesis
is to further the capabilities of the balance system by modifying the data acquisition system
to collect dynamic frequency domain lift and drag measurements. The majority of published
research on near stall instability encountered while reviewing literature for this thesis
discusses only 2-D airfoil instability. The majority of configurations used for previously
published research are designed specifically for 2-D testing. Obtaining dynamic data will
allow the measurement and characterization of oscillatory instabilities in MAVs as well as
airfoils at near stall angles of attack. This will assist in reducing MAV instabilities and in the
design of stability control systems to correct them. The balance system at RIT, built by
Walter and upgraded for this thesis, is capable of leading research into the testing of
full-
scaleMAVs for both static and dynamic behavior.
1. 1 RITWind Tunnel Facilities
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Figure 1-1: RIT Closed Circuit SubsonicWind Tunnel
RlT's closed circuit subsonic wind tunnel has the appropriate size and wind speed







constructed with transparent Lexan panels. The top and bottom panels can be easily removed
and replaced depending on mounting and accessibility requirements. As shown in Figure 1-
1, a 60 Horsepower variable speed motor drives 16 variable angle of attack fan blades. The
system can be adjusted to produce wind speeds from 6 m/s to 55 m/s (20 ft/s to 180 ft/s).
Anti-turbulence screens, straightening vanes and turning vanes are used to improve the flow
characteristics. A student-designed chiller unit maintains a 0.5 degree Fahrenheit test section
temperature variation. The tunnel also has a computer containing a National Instruments
data acquisition card for data collection and processing.







Figure 1-2: Balance Layout [1]
The current balance, shown in Figure 1-2, is used for low Reynolds number and small
model testing. It was designed and constructed at RIT by Andrew Walter in 2004 as part of
his thesis [1]. The balance calculates load through the use of four piezoelectric load cells.
The design uses a front support load cell "drag
tripod"
that allows the calculation of lift and
drag to be independent of the angle of attack.
A main focus of the initial design was to minimize or eliminate manual operation
during testing. To accomplish this Walter [1] chose computer-integrated load cells to record
force measurements. Choosing a commercially available load cell allows the cells to be
interchangeable. Load range and precision can be controlled by switching the load cells.
Other factors were considered in the balance design. The balance had to be accurate enough
for graduate research while robust enough for undergraduate laboratory use. It also had to be
inexpensive to construct and repair and maximize the use of existing equipment.
Va - 2<S threads
Figure 1-3: Omega LCFA Mini Tension/Compression Load Cell II]
The foundation of the design was the existing positioning and support system. Its
large size and mass make it an extremely stable base for the balance. The balance was
designed to measure lift, drag, and pitching moment. It was constructed so the object on the
end of the balance sting rotates as the angle of attack is changed with minimal linear
displacement within the wind tunnel test section. This reduced the problem of tunnel wall
interference effects changing with pitch angle. The angle of attack control screw was
incorporated into the design of the balance, retaining its previous use. All machined
components were made from 6061 aluminum which is relatively light, inexpensive, and easy
to machine. The expected loads on the balance were extremely low, approximately 300
grams of lift and 100 grams of drag, so the strength of the material was not a major concern.
Hinged joints, shown in Figure 1-4, were assembled using a countersink and set screw




Figure 1-4: Balance Point Contact Bearing [1]
The measurements are taken by Omega Engineering LCFA Mini Tension and Compression
load cells, shown in Figure 1-3. The load cells are arranged on the front and rear vertical
rods. The rear rod is hinged to ensure it behaves as a two force member. The front rod has
three load cells arranged in a load cell tripod. All three are vertically mounted with spherical,
self-aligning washers, shown in Figure 1-5, to attempt to minimize side force.
Figure 1-5: Self-AligningWashers [1]
The load cell tripod, called the "drag
tripod,"
sees the translated forces of lift and
drag. The rear load cell sees lift and moment. Two in-line load cells would be adequate for
the necessary calculations. The inherent lack of stability
of the inline configuration is not
acceptable, so a tripod is used.
1 .2.2 Load Calculations
Figure 1-7: Balance Overview Force Diagram
A full derivation was done to ensure the load equations are correct. The load
calculations are combinations of the load readings from the four load cells in conjunction
with the angle of attack readings from the electronic inclinometer. The point to point contact
joints do not constrain pitching moments, but support translational forces along with rolling
and yaw moments. To verify the cell output to applied load relationships, the balance
equations will be thoroughly investigated. Figure 1-7 displays the balance shape and
dimensions relevant to the load calculations.













The relevant forces acting on the horizontal arm are shown in Figure 1-8. Equation
1.3 shows the sum of the moments around point
"P."
The moment equation is comprised of
the moment acting on the test object and the lift, drag, and reaction in cell 4 multiplied by




There are only two
forces acting in the x-direction, the drag and the front support x-reaction force. These forces
must be equal in magnitude and opposite in direction as shown in equation 1.4. There are
three forces acting in the y-direction, lift, the front support y-reaction force, and the rear
support cell reaction force, represented by X4. Each force equals the inverse of the sum of the
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~~
HORZ Kx U Eqn 1.6
(Not used since FHorz (horizontal force on cells) is not measured)
^FY = -RY + x1 + x2 + x3 = 0
^M0 =-Rx d + (x1-x2-x3)-c = 0
Solving








Figure 1-9: Balance Vertical Support
Force Diagram




represent the reaction forces from the three load cells in the tripod.
Two forces act in the x-direction, the x-reaction force and the horizontal force on the load
cells. Equation 1.6 is not used because it includes the horizontal force on the cells. In the y-
direction, the reaction force opposes the three load cells; therefore, the reaction force in the
y-direction is equal to the sum of the three load cell reaction forces.
The moment equation is taken about point
"O."
The moment must be calculated
around this point to remove the horizontal force on the cells from the equation because they
are not measured. The moment equation contains the moment due to the x-direction reaction
force multiplied by its moment arm,
"d,"
and the three load cells multiplied by their moment
arm,
"c."
When rearranged, the reaction force in the x-direction is equal to the difference of
cells 2 and 3 and cell 1, multiplied by the ratio of the moment arms.
The lift, drag, and moment equations in terms of the load cell forces can be created by
combining force equations of the horizontal arm with the equations from the front support.
By combination ofEqn 1.5 and Eqn 1.9.
Lift = -{xx + x2 + x3 + jc4 )
By combination ofEqn 1.4 and Eqn 1.10.
Drag=\-
\ J\"y I A-'j rfVi
By combination of Eqn. 1.3, 1.11, and 1.12.




The lift is the inverse of the sum of the four load cells. This is makes sense because the four
load cells are mounted in both the vertical supports. The drag is the difference between the
front and rear cells in the tripod multiplied by a moment arm ratio. As designed, the drag
tripod calculates drag without the fourth cell. The moment equation can be broken down into
cell loads as displayed above. Equation 1.3, involving the lift, drag, and cell 4, is used for
calculations. It simplifies the equation and reduces the opportunity for equation errors.
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1.3 Previous Data Acquisition System
The data acquisition system used by Walter [1] was fairly simple. It measured and
calculated all of the values required for steady-state (static) aerodynamic force data. Walter's
National Instruments data acquisition setup was capable of acquiring and processing voltages
from the four load cells in the balance, a K-type Thermocouple, and an MKS Baratron 10
Torr differential pressure transducer. The load cells are designed for a maximum excitation
of 10 Volts. Walter chose a 5 Volt load cell excitation, supplied by wiring the cells to a
standard power supply.
The data collected was processed by a LabVIEW 6.1 Virtual Instrument (VI) written
byWalter. Figure 1-10 shows the graphic user interface (GUI) originally constructed for the
balance. Most of the original components on the VI are still utilized in the current VI,
though they have been extensively modified and improved. The original VI functionality
will be discussed in Section 3.2, along with the current updates.
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Figure 1-10: Previous Data Acquisition GUI [1]
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1.4 Problem Statement and Scope
The objective of this thesis is to upgrade the RIT subsonic wind tunnel test setup and
data acquisition (DAQ) system. Walter's previous balance setup was dismantled and several
components were removed. The first step was to rebuild the setup incorporating additional
components to improve the automation of the test process. This included configuring the
physical components, electronic data acquisition components, and the processing and
interface. This will allow faster and more accessible testing for the RIT Micro Air Vehicle
program.
Once the setup was completed, steady state aerodynamic testing was done to replicate
some of the validation data produced by Walter [1]. This verifies the balance is fully
functional with added automation improvements. The intent was to produce data sets with
equivalent or improved accuracy and precision compared to the previous setup. The
validation testing was limited to the testing of a flat plate. This is sufficient proof of
successful reassembly and modification.
With accurate steady state data achieved, the focus shifted to obtaining dynamic data.
Since the RITMAV balance was not created for this purpose, it required signal processing to
obtain accurate data. Once the system was capable of obtaining dynamic frequency domain
lift and drag measurements, verification testing was performed on the LRN-1007 airfoil.
Additional testing was performed on the RIT Thnikkaman MAV which exhibits dynamic
oscillations during test flights.
12
2 Literature Review
2. 1 MAVResearch andBalances
There are a growing number of academic institutions studying MAVs and airfoils in
low Reynolds number flows. Selig is one of the better known academic researchers of
airfoils in low Reynolds number flows. In coordination with CA. Lyon, P. Giguere, A. P.
Broeren, P. Ninham, C. P. Guglielmo, and A. Gopalarathanam, three volumes of low-speed
airfoil data were published from 1995 to 1998 [2] [3] [4]. These may be the most referenced
books by academic MAV researchers. While none of the data from Selig is directly
referenced in this thesis, it served as a reference for the RIT MAV team. Several tests were
run by Aaron Grilly on the MAV team and compared with the Selig data. While that
research is not presented here, it served as a constant benchmark for the advancement of the
testing process.
Figure 2-1: UND-FB1,Wind andWater Tunnel Balance 15]
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There are several institutions that have successfully built balances with the expressed
goal of testing at low Reynolds numbers. The University of Notre Dame built the UND-FB1
[5], shown in Figure 2-1. This balance is mounted on top of either the wind or water tunnel
and can measure lift, drag, and pitching moment. Additional plates were designed for 2-D
testing. In addition, a new balance, the UND-FB2, shown in Figure 2-2, has been designed































Figure 2-2: UND-FB2, Water Tunnel Balance [5]
Sunada, et al [6] [7] also used a top mounted balance, shown in Figure 2-3, to
perform testing in a water tunnel. This testing
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Figure 2-3: Water Tunnel Balance [6]
Two previous theses represent the beginning of low Reynolds number testing at RIT.
Abe [8] built a mechanical balance, capable of accurate lift and drag measurements. In
another thesis, Walter [1] proceeded to improve the balance created by Abe [8], shown in
Figure 2-4, and design and built a load cell balance. In following the same path, this thesis









Figure 2-4: Mechanical Balance [1]
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Analysis of these balances served to highlight the benefits and disadvantages of the
balance used for this thesis. Most of the other existing setups fall into one of two categories,
2-D airfoil testing in a wind tunnel, or 3-D and 2-D testing in a water tunnel. Both of these
setups are excellent for testing airfoils and other standard objects. What they are not
designed for is the direct testing of a fully assembled MAV. Submerging an MAV in water
is not optimal as it eliminates the ability to test with any electronic control or propulsion
systems. 2-D testing is similarly hampered by the fact that the mounting design does not
involve a rear-mounting sting and is setup for a specific span airfoil. That is what makes this
balance unique; it is specifically designed to be adaptable. In the course of research done for
this thesis, it has been used to test 2-D and 3-D airfoil configurations in addition to full scale
MAV models for both steady-state and unsteady data.
16
2.2 UnsteadyResearch and TestMethods
There is a small group of people researching laminar separation bubbles and low
frequency oscillations of near stall airfoils. As this occurs at low Reynolds numbers, several
of the researchers working on MAVs have also published work in this field. There are
several methods used in this type of testing. Flow visualization, pressure probes and a hot
wire anemometer [9], balances [10], among other setups, have all been used in this research.
Zaman and McKinzie [9] did testing for NASA using a pressure probe and hot wire
anemometer system to measure the airfoil wake. They also applied flow visualization to
examine additional behaviors in the airfoils. While they had the ability to use a balance
mechanism, the vast majority of the experimental data discussed excludes force data. While
this data is not directly comparable to force data, the wake fluctuation frequency should
match the force oscillation. As various conditions produce different peak shapes, additional
sources of information are useful references for comparison.
Broeren and Bragg [10] [11] employ a balance system. This system, shown in Figure
2-5, is designed to measure 2-D airfoils in lift. A strain gauge load cell is used to measure
force. Additionally they employed surface oil and smoke flow visualizations for additional
data. It also has the same disadvantages as the balances discussed in Section 2.1. They
tested the LRN-1007, in addition to several other airfoils. The frequency data is not directly
comparable to the data collected for this thesis as the Reynolds number used by Broeren and
Bragg is 3 times higher. The Strouhal number data can still be compared for validation. The
LRN-1007 frequency domain plot published by Broeren and Bragg is displayed in Figure 2-6
for reference. One interesting aspect is the higher frequency broadband peaks. They
attribute these to structural contamination, a conclusion similarly found probable by the
17
































Figure 2-5: Dynamic Balance used by Broeren and Bragg [11]
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Figure 2-6: LRN-1007 Lift Frequency Domain Plot [10]
Figure 2-7 and 2-8 display the Strouhal number versus angle of attack graphs. These
published graphs are used to validate the dynamic data obtained for this thesis. The Strouhal
number is discussed with the dynamic data results in Section 5.3.
18






























Figure 2-8: Strouhal number vs. Angle ofAttack in Reference to Stall [10]
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3 Balance Enhancements
3. 1 Added Components
In his thesis, Walter [1] discussed moving towards an automated style of testing.
Many of the improvements applied for this thesis extended the functionality and automation
of the system. After the addition of several components, the only remaining aspect requiring
manual control is the airspeed of the wind tunnel. The components added include an
inclinometer with a student-made readout box, a second replacement inclinometer, a Velmex
controller, a steppermotor, and a modal hammer with signal conditioner.


















Figure 3-1: Student-made Inclinometer Readout
For early testing for this thesis the inclinometer
used is different than the one used by
Walter [1]. While the Accustar Electronic Inclinometer is more accurate, the older
inclinometer, still attached to the original support base, was already connected to a readout
box with wires for computer acquisition incorporated. The Accustar inclinometer was still
utilized for calibration and confirmation of angle of attack. Figure 3-1 shows the
inclinometer readout box setup.
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Figure 3-2: Accustar Electronic Inclinometer
Part of the way through testing the inclinometer began to give inaccurate readings. It
appeared that the internal mechanism was getting stuck during operation. This caused
erroneous readings. The Accustar inclinometer, shown in Figure 3-2, was wired into the
circuit board to replace the malfunctioning one. A calibration run was used to calculate the
proper voltage to angle relationship. The interface was modified and the new inclinometer
was fully incorporated.
Figure 3-3: Velmex VP9000 StepMotor Controller
A Velmex VP9000 controller, shown in Figure 3-3, and several stepper motors had
been used in a previous setup. Step motors were used to control the angle of attack and the
21
location of a pressure probe. The system was dismantled; however, the components
remained. The controller and angle of attack motor that drives the AoA control screw were
reassembled. The I/O port on the controller was connected to the computer's serial port.
Drivers for LabVIEW 5, acquired from the Velmex website, were used to design an interface
that allows for AoA control from within the data acquisition GUI discussed in Section 3.2.
Figure 3-4: PCB Piezotronics Impact Hammer and Signal Conditioner
To account for the structural effects of the balance, obtaining an impulse response for
the balance is necessary. A PCB Piezotronics 086B02 Impact hammer, shown in Figure 3-4,
was borrowed from RIT's Vibrations Laboratory for modal testing of the balance structure.
A PCB Piezotronics 482A16 4-Channel Signal Conditioner, also shown in Figure 3-4, was
borrowed to reduce the need for software processing of the signal.
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3.2 Data Acquisition Setup
After its original construction and use byWalter, much of the setup was disassembled
and removed from the wind tunnel. The first objective of this thesis was to reassemble the
balance and DAQ setup. With the National Instruments setup used byWalter [1] no longer
available, many modifications were required. The wind tunnel contained only a single
computer with no data acquisition setup.
The first steps taken to setup the balance were to install a National Instruments
PCI-
MIO-15E-1 data acquisition card and LabVIEW 7.1 software. A CB-68LP 68-pin terminal
block, shown in Figure 3-6, was connected to the card. While the setup used by Walter [1]
contained pre-constructed conditioning circuits, the new setup directly connected the inputs
to the acquisition card. Additional circuitry was required to obtain the correct voltage
readings.






















Figure 3-7: Data Acquisition Circuit Balancing Diagram
To keep the non-referenced differential connections from having a floating voltage, a
grounding and balancing circuit needed to be constructed to bridge between the signal
sources and the terminal block. Figure 3-7 diagrams the circuit. One differential channel
includes a pair of pins and a ground connection. AI<N> and AI<N+8> compose one
differential pair. As all the AI ground connections go to a common ground, the constructed
circuit connects all the ground wires to the terminal block at a single location. Information
on balancing the data acquisition circuit was obtained from the "E-Series
Help"
file [12]
provided by National Instruments. Figure 3-8 displays the circuit balancing diagram from
the help file.
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Differential Connections for Non-Referenced or Floating Signal Sources























E Series Device Configured in OSFFMo*
Figure 3-8: Differential Connections for Floating Signal Sources [12]
The load cells have greater than 100 Q impedance; therefore, they require resistors to
connect both the positive and negative leads to ground to balance the circuit. By fully
balancing the circuit, a slight gain error occurs. Since the calibration is done through this
circuit, the system compensates for the gain error. The help file suggests that the balancing
resisters be approximately 100 times the impedance of the signal source.
The load cell impedances ranging from 350 to 400 Q are listed on their specification
sheets. For consistency a single resistor value (RLc = 47 kQ) was chosen for the balancing
resistors. The thermocouple has a resistance of approximately 12.5 Q. This low impedance
allows the circuit to be balanced by connecting the negative signal to the AI ground without a
resistor. The differential pressure sensor, modal hammer setup, and inclinometer were
already processed through signal conditioning units and are connected directly to the terminal
block.
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3.2.2 LabVIEW Virtual Instrument (VI)
Figure 3-9: LabVIEW Virtual Instrument Process Diagram
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While most of the VI components created by Walter [1] are still incorporated, the
LabVIEW VI required a substantial upgrade to incorporate the additional components as well
as acquire dynamic data. Figure 3-9 displays a generalized flow chart explaining the
function of the block diagram, excluding the motor control. While this diagram does not
show every interface display and process, it gives a concise view of the overall processes and
user interactions. The full and expanded LabVIEW block diagram is located in Appendix A.
The gray rectangles in the diagram represent processes performed by the VI. The
green rectangle represents the beginning of the program. Circles represent user interface
points: Yellow circle represent buttons or inputs defined by the user and tan circle represent
outputs displayed on the GUI. The light blue diamonds represent data storage: some create
permanent data files and others store zero/tare calibration values. Components created by
Walter [1] that have only been modified slightly are denoted with hashing.
Specific calculations regarding the relationship between individual cell loads and lift,
drag, and moment can be found in Section 1.2.2. Tripod and load interaction calibrations and
equations are discussed in Section 4.1. The data filters, frequency response calculations, and
time domain and frequency domain data are discussed with the dynamic data in Section 5.
Using the same symbols and colors as Figure 3-9, Figure 3-10 displays the logic
programming for the Angle of Attack motor. For the GUI Button controls, depressed buttons
return
'True'
and relaxed buttons return
'False.'
There is a separate spreadsheet that is used
to create the motor program based on angles of attack and holding times. The program
section of the spreadsheet can be copied and pasted into the motor control program box in the
interface. When the execute button is activated the motor will follow the program to
completion. This allows fully automated testing at any given tunnel velocity.
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Figure 3-10: LabVIEW Virtual InstrumentMotor Control Diagram
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Figure 3-11: GUI Overview
To make the GUI a reasonable size, the settings and readouts are grouped into a tab
system so only the desired information is displayed. The layout of the interface is shown in
Figure 3-11. The common data is displayed below the tabbed window so the user is
constantly aware of the loading on the cells, lift, drag, moment, tunnel velocity, angle of
attack, and log status. Figure 3-12 shows the layout of the common display area and explains
its components. While much of the GUI is self-explanatory there are several sections with
more complex features.
There are a few options for data logging that adapt to a variety of data collection
scenarios. The log button stores a single sample ofdata. This is useful for manual testing. It
allows the user to take data at will. The continuous log button will take data for a set time
period allowing the user to automate the process. The log duration control sets the number of
minutes for the test to run. This eliminates excessive data collection if the user were to leave
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the area while testing. The minutes remaining display tracks the time remaining before data
logging stops. It can be reset at any time with the reset button. The continuous/interval
button controls the entire VI. On continuous the VI will run until stopped. On the interval
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Figure 3-12: GUI Common Readouts
The angle of attack control allows two options during testing: the inclinometer can
automatically measure the angle of attack or the user can manually input the angle of attack.
While manual input eliminates the ability to run an automated test, it is useful for running a
quick test if the inclinometer calibration is off. To correct the issue, an inclinometer
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Figure 3-13: GUI Filter / Sampling Tab
Figure 3-13 contains the filter and sampling tab. All filters, except the low pass filter,
have on/off switches and lights to indicate when they are active. The sampling rate and
number of samples can be adjusted to change sampling properties. Update time is calculated
from the other sampling parameters and cannot be directly changed. The low pass filter is
included for anti-aliasing. Two band stop filters are employed to eliminate error sources
found in the RIT wind tunnel. The two disturbances that appear at 30 and 60 Hertz are
further discussed in Section 5.2.2.
A second order digital filter is used to eliminate the structural influence of the balance
from the drag data. The three coefficients that make up the filter parameters are found by
running the filter design m-file on frequency response data. The filter parameters are
sensitive to the sampling properties and therefore must be modified if sampling
characteristics are changed. As the balance only displayed disruptive structural
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Figure 3-14: GUI Pressure / Temperature / Settings Tab
Figure 3-14 displays the pressure, temperature, and settings tab. The left side
contains the dynamic pressure and ambient temperature information. This data is not directly
important, but is used in several important calculated values including load coefficients,
tunnel velocity, and Reynolds number. The physical parameters should be set prior to
testing. The critical parameters are used for several key calculations and are necessary for
any type of testing. Three of the parameters listed are only utilized in calculation of the
moment load. As accurate moment data has not yet been achieved, these values are rarely
utilized.
Figure 3-15 shows the calibration tab display. On the left are the applied load
controls. These are used only for logging purposes during calibration. This allows the size
ofthe test mass to be recorded with the balance outputs during calibration runs. The cell
zeros and angle of attack and pressure sensor zeros are used to tare the values before each
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test. These recorded values are subtracted from their respective signals before they are
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Run and Emergency Stop
Figure 3-16: GUI AoAMotor Control Tab
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The AoA motor control tab is displayed in Figure 3-16. The serial port and motor
number are set depending on the controller setup. The command line window is where the
controller program is entered for automated testing. The program is created automatically by
an excel spreadsheet. The programming section of the spreadsheet is copied and pasted into
the programming window. When the execute button is pressed, the program is initialized.
Manual AoA control allows the user to move the balance to a desire angle of attack and is
activated by the run button. Both emergency stop buttons will send the kill command to the
controller stopping the motor in the middle of its operation. The status, position, and
approximate AoA are created from controller feedback. It works only while operating under
manual AoA control. While running an automated test, the controller is busy and will not
respond to status inquiries.
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Figure 3-17: GUI LiftDynamic Data Tab
The lift tab, shown in figure 3-17, displays various lift plots. The plots, from left to
right, include a magnitude frequency domain plot, a phase frequency domain plot, and a
standard magnitude time domain plot. The drag and moment tabs are not shown because
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they are identical to this tab with one exception. The lift tab contains the controls for logging
for lift, drag, and moment data. The log controls include the log button, an append/overwrite
button, and a real-time/averaging button. The real-time/averaging button is used to get a
clearer frequency data plot as it will average readings over many sampling sets. The list
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Figure 3-18: GUI Individual Cell Time Domain Tab
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Figures 3-19: GUI Individual Cell Frequency Domain Tab
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The data plots for individual cells are displayed on the Cell Plots and Cell FFTs tabs
shown in Figures 3-18 and 3-19. These plots have no direct function for the common user.
They are used for troubleshooting and characterization of frequency data sources. There is a
log feature for the plots. Since it is secondary data, only the time domain data is saved. If
there is a need for frequency data the user can transform the data through MATLAB or
another program.
The cell time domain plots are useful to check overloads on any given cell or to
inspect any signal spikes. Some oscillatory behavior may also be observed in the time
domain data. The frequency domain plots give hints as to the nature of the lift and drag
frequency peaks. There are several situations where this is useful. Magnitude spikes
appearing in cells two and three represent latitudinal vibration which is not intended to be
analyzed by this balance. Any data found in cell four should be part of lift or moment data as
cell four is not used in drag calculation. Analysis of this data for signal source identification
is discussed further in section 5.3.
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or Frequency Response Function tab, shown in Figure 3-20, is used to test
the frequency behavior of the balance. This tool's main purpose is to get the data required to
build a filter to compensate for structural influence on the data. Only one interaction can be
tested at a time. There is a selector to choose between lift, drag, and moment. As the FRF is
dependent on the mass and center of gravity of the system this must be used to create a new
filter for every test object. The building and implementing of the structural influence filter is
explained in Section 5.2.1.
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4 Static Testing
This list goes step-by-step through the process to give a basic understanding of the
static testing done for this thesis. Accurate moment data was not successfully acquired by
Walter [1] and is not within the scope of this thesis. All of the steps are discussed in more
detail in the following sections.
Using a level, bring the balance to zero angle of attack
With the tunnel off, zero the angle of attack and differential pressure sensor
Choose reference angle of attack and tunnel velocity for testing
Set balance with sting, but no test object, to reference angle of attack
Run wind tunnel up to desired tunnel velocity
Zero the load cells
Turn off tunnel
Remove empty sting and mount sting with test object
Bring tunnel up to desired velocity
Begin data logging
Execute testing program ormanually control test
Return to reference angle between every measured angle of attack
When test is completed, stop data logging and turn off tunnel
Run post-processing
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4. 1 Calibration Procedures
4.1.1 Tripod Calibration
Walter [1] beganwith calibration of the balance using weights and pulleys to apply
various loads. The balance showed a high sensitivity to side loading that adversely affected
the accuracy of readings. The calculated lift was the most sensitive to side forces. Walter
determined that the tripod must be calibrated separately.
A plate was created to represent multiple loading scenarios. The plate mounts to the
top of the tripod and has eight holes in a circle to hang weights. With the weights hung, the
readings were analyzed. Multipliers for each cell were calculated to make the sum ofthe
readings be equal to the applied load. Figure 4-1 shows a graph ofthe original and
compensated load values at all 8 positions on the plate. The tripod was retested with the
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Figure 4-1: Previous Tripod Calibration Method [1]
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dimensions in inches "^~-=:;--^-r:
Figure 4-2: Tripod Calibration Plate [1]
While the plate is still used to calibrate the tripod, a different method for calculating
the cell multipliers was utilized for this thesis. Several different masses were applied, not
only at the 8 points but in additional locations on the plate. A table of applied load and
readings at the three cells is recorded. The table is then processed by aMATLAB m-file that
runs an optimization function minimizing the difference between the applied load and the
corrected lift:
iV
^{a-xl. +b-x2t +c-x3i-Fif Eqn 4.1
1=1
xl, x2, and x3 represent the load cell readings
a, b, and c represent the cell multipliers being optimized
F represents the applied force
When using this technique, the placement of the mass is arbitrary so long as there is enough
dispersion to ensure it works for all side loading scenarios. The optimization program is
attached in Appendix B.
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4.1.2 Interaction Calibration
The procedure for calibration used byWalter, obtained from Barlow [13], is still used
to minimize interactions. Loads are applied one at a time with varying masses. Nine graphs
are produced comparing the combinations of applied load vs. read load. For example,
applied lift creates three graphs, one graph of read lift vs. applied lift and two interaction
graphs of read drag vs. applied lift and read moment vs. applied lift. A linear fit is applied to
the graphs. The slope of the graph represents the load value read versus the load value
applied. During this process physical adjustments can be made as well to minimize the
interaction. For interactions that cannot be physically eliminated a calibration matrix should
be created to cancel out unintentional effects. The process should be repeated until the
readings meet repeatability and accuracy requirements.
Walter [1] assumed the calibrations equations were linear as well as that they passed
through the origin. Applying those assumptions will yield the following equations:
"R"
subscripts represent read loads
"A"
subscripts represent applied loads
LR=Kn-LA + K12-DA+K13-MA Eqn4.2
DR = K2l LA + K22 DA + K23 MA Eqn 4.3
MR = K3l LA + K32 DA + K33 MA Eqn 4.4
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Gathering equations 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 produces the matrix equation:
Eqn 4.5
\LR} FLA1
DR = [k]* Da
Lmr\ ,Ma\






If the balance is ideal, there will be only diagonal terms. Smaller off diagonal terms
show slight physical interactions. To calculate backwards to get the applied loads from the








Walter employed two methods of testing, the run method and the discrete method.
The discrete method involved recalibrating at every angle of attack tested. This involved
setting the angle of attack, zeroing the balance, turning the tunnel on, logging, and turning
the tunnel off to reset the angle of attack and re-zero the balance. This was very time
consuming and cannot be automated at this time due to the inability to automatically control
the tunnel velocity.
The run method involved zeroing the system, turning the tunnel on, and running
through the full test without turning off the tunnel. The data was then corrected by readings
from an angle of attack sweep performed with the tunnel off. This method of testing had
more issues with accuracy but allowed for a much more expedient test. This method more
closely resembles the method employed for this thesis. Both methods require the manual
operation of the angle of attack and the post-processing of data to remove aerodynamic
forces on the balance.
The major issue with the run method utilized byWalter [1] quickly became apparent
while working on the balance. The load cells are highly sensitive to temperature. While the
Omega LCFA load cells come with temperature compensation circuits built in, they do not
adequately eliminate the temperature problem. Once loaded the signal will
"float"
and not
immediately return to zero when unloaded. This causes the reading accuracy to diminish the
longer the balance is run without re-zeroing. To counteract this problem a new method had
to be created.
The method used for static data for this thesis begins with a different zeroing method.
The balance is set to a reference angle that will be used throughout the test. The tunnel is run
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at the desired test velocity with and empty sting attached to the balance in place of a test
object. The zero values are recorded. The tunnel is shut off, the test object is attached, and
the tunnel is turned back on. As soon as the tunnel is up to speed, data logging begins. To
reduce the time between zeroing and testing, the test object should be mounted to a second
sting to allow for a rapid switch.
The values taken at the reference angle will be used as a baseline. The balance
returns to the reference angle of attack between each measured angle of attack. The
assumption is that the aerodynamic forces on the test object are the same every time the
balance returns to the reference angle of attack. Once the testing is done a post-processing
program shifts the measurements by the same amount that the last reference measure differs
from the original reading. This allows the data to be constantly recalibrated automatically.
There are a few additional calibrations to be done during post-processing; however, the
MATLAB m-file applies them requiring little work from the user. Figure 4-3 shows this
process done manually to clearly explain the process the program applies. For clarity, only
angle of attack, lift, drag and moment are displayed, but this process is applied to all values.
If the original reference angle values are not correct, it does not make the data
useless. Since the method is comparative, a quick test at any angle of attack allows the
correct placement of the data. Simply adjust all the data points by the difference between the
original data and the value obtained at the re-tested angle of attack. With the discrete method
employed byWalter [1] the inconsistent zeroing process must be done for every data point
allowing room for operator error.
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Readings During AoA change (Deleted)
glnitial Measurements Taken at Reference AoA
Reference AoA Values
Final Values
Equantions for Final Values:
V Value of any reading
a Angle of Attack



















|AoA Lift Drag Moment AoA Lift Drag Moment AoA Lift Drag Moment I
-0.012 -128.68 4.1978 -3173.2
0.062 -129.09 4.1679 -3179.7
0.038 -128.80 3.8275 -3177.8
-0.139 -128.92 3.4501 -3181.6
_-0.1,25-127,22 3.9188 -3149.4 fQ.035 -128.54 3.9124 -3172.3 4.965 -128.54 3.9124 -3172.3J
-110 77 R6183 2713 6
2.740 -110.11 6.5734 -2700.4
2.920 -111.15 6.6092 -2714.0
2.900 -111.64 6.5334 -2721.4
2.892 -111.41 6.5726 -2716.5
2.867 -111.90 6.5857 -2724.2 2.864 -111.24 6.5749 -2715.3 7.864 -111.24 6.5749 -2715.3
-0.097 -125.67 3.7250 -3077.3
-0.206 -129.18 3.8997 -3173.0
-0.198 -129.12 3.8822 -3170.2
-0.079 -129.39 3.9447 -3174.3
-0.063 -129.74 3.9455 -3179.4
-0.238 -129.84 3.9943 -3183.4 -0.147 -128.82 3.8986 -3159.6
5.583 -92.30 8.2521 -2165.8
5.629 -92.65 8.2521 -2165.6
5.722 -93.51 8.3156 -2176.5
5.816 -93.75 8.2957 -2176.7
5.680 -92.92 7.7754 -2171.1 5.686 -93.03 8.1782 -2171.1 10.798 -92.75 8.1920 -2183.9
-0.382 -131.88 4.2381 -3207.3
-O.209 -131.93 4.3129 -3211.5
-0.046 -131.59 4.2603 -3207.0
0.052 -131.92 4.2748 -3210.8
0.857 -122.87 5.5951 -2995.4 0.055 -130.04 4.5362 -3166.4
9.072 -74.54 14,4460 -1568.2
8.985 -73.33 14.3103 -1558.5
9.091 -73.40 14.2224 -1559.8
9.057 -76.10 14.2558 -1593 6
9.005 -76.38 14.2155 -1598.3
9.112 -76.88 14.2761 -1600.4 9.054 -75.10 14.2877 -1579.8 13.964 -73.61 13.6639 -1585.7
-0.041 -129.94 4.0071 -3149.9
-0.148 -134.36 4.4886 -3241.1
-0.282 -134.52 4.4656 -3242.9
-0.255 -134.74 4.4481 -3247.0 -0.181 -133.39 4.3524 -3220.2
Figure 4-3: Static Data Processing Diagram
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4.3. Data Post-Processing
There are two issues Walter [1] previously considered for post-processing correction.
The first issue is a change in readings due to mass shifting as the angle of attack changes.
The second issue is the removal of aerodynamic force on the balance from the data. This
problem is discussed byWalter [1] and Barlow [13].
For research done for this thesis the balance is tested with no airfoil, running the same
tunnel velocity and angle of attack automation program as intended for the test. In early tests
a polynomial curve fit is applied to the processed data. For later tests, the method is
improved by using a table look-up of angle of attack versus aerodynamic load on the balance.
The weight shift issue is dealt with through the aerodynamic balance compensation. The
weight shift occurs while the aerodynamic test is run; therefore, it is incorporated into the
subtracted values.
Zeroing of the cells is done when aerodynamic forces are applied to the balance, so
no correction is needed at the reference angle. The rest of the angles are corrected by the
amount the aerodynamic forces on the balance on each angle differ from the reference AoA
loads. In addition, the lift is shifted by the difference in weight between the balance zero
setup andmounted test object setup. Undermost circumstances this is
the test object mass.
This is a slightly different method than any encountered in published papers
researched for this thesis. It continues to follow the comparative data concept that makes this
test method more flexible. Figure 4-4 shows a graphical example of this process. Drag
follows the same process except the test object weight is not added. Occasionally, some
manual data processing may be necessary as equipment may produce outliers that need to be
removed.
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Angle of Attack (Degrees)
Reference AoA: 0.0 Degrees
Test Object Weight: 128.5 grams
Balance Corrected
AoA Lift Lift Comp Lift
0.009 -128.247 0.0136 0.239
2.894 -110.994 3.7878 13.718
5.888 -92.474 6.5500 29.476
9.214 -72.008 8.7822 47.710
12.208 -49.501 10.5310 68.468
15.163 -26.406 12.4722 89.622
18.182 -2.076 15.1292 111.295
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Figure 4-4: Static Data Corrections Diagram
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4.4 Validation
Walter [1] performed additional lift and drag testing on various objects. Tests were
performed on cylinder, disc, and sphere models. Data acquired by Hoerner [14] [15] was
used for validation. At speeds less than 7 m/s the test data was dramatically higher than
Hoerner'
s data. Walter attributes this to conditions in the wind tunnel. It is possible that the
flow quality at low speeds is unacceptable for testing. Another possibility is that the
measurement devices for the wind tunnel speeds are insufficient to measure accurately at low
speeds.
As the main structure, functionality, and load equations of the balance have not
changed since the research byWalter, a full series of tests will not be re-performed. As proof
of the accuracy of the automation process, several tests will be performed on the same flat
plate used byWalter and verified by data from Torres [16]. The plate was tested five times
with the angle of attack varying from -4 to 21 degrees by intervals of 1 degree. A statistical
analysis was also performed to show the repeatability and precision of the test. The results
and analysis can be found in Section 4.5.
Moment data was not successfully obtained in the research byWalter. Since moment
data was not the goal of this thesis it remains uncalibrated. During the research performed,
the moment data had relatively stable behavior implying a complete recalibration and
compensation for aerodynamic effects on the balance may still yield accurate data. A
preliminary calibration, shown in Figure 4-5, has promising results. There are obvious non
linear shifts in moment when lift and drag are applied which are difficult to compensate for,
but the clearly linear Moment Read vs. Moment Applied confirms the moment calculation
equation.
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Figure 4-5: PreliminaryMoment Calibration Graphs
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4.5 Results













Figure 4-6: Flat Plate CL Data
Lift results for the flat plate testing are displayed in Figure 4-6. The automated
testing line represents the data collected for this thesis. The flat
plate is the same one used by
Walter [1] for his thesis. The data obtained byWalter along with the data from
Torres [16]
will be used to validate the data. The error in precision for the tests performed is more than
adequate. As the bars show, there is little deviation in the values obtained in the five
independent tests. There is still some bias error in the data. The lift reads between 3-5%
low. This bias error has been attributed to the combinations ofa few separate issues.
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There are three main contributors to the bias error. When checked after testing the
calibration values were approximately 1-2% low. Over time, slight adjustments in the
balance change the readings. Point contact bearings that are tightened or loosened and slight
slipping in the tripod at the washers are only two of the items that will settle over the course
of testing. These changes are very slight, but require the balance to be recalibrated after
extended use. The second source is the differential pressure probe placement. This issue
was discovered while analyzing the flat plate data. As the angle of attack is increased the flat
plate influences the flow near the probe. The increase in dynamic pressure readings lowers
the load coefficient values. This effect is clearly seen in the data at higher angles of attack.
The angle of attack region from 15 to 20 degrees clearly drops, increasing the bias error. For
future testing drilling a new port and moving the probe's location in the test section will
prevent this problem. The third error source is the tunnel boundary effects. A full analysis
of the boundary corrections for the RIT wind tunnel has not been performed. There is no
boundary correction used on the data for this thesis. This source of error, caused by the
reflection of the vortex profile, was not accounted for but Barlow [13] discusses a method by
which these corrections can be made. While all of the individual sources are minor, they
combine to produce a visible deviation from published values.
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Figure 4-7: Flat Plate CD Data
The automated testing drag curve, created with data collected for this thesis, displays
nearly perfect behavior. It contains the same pressure sensor bias error as the lift data. Even
with the slight bias, it correlates well with the validation data. Also, deviation for both the
drag and lift data is small, showing excellent precision and repeatability. This is probably the
most important aspect of the data at this stage. Even if the exact value or scaling is slightly
off, high precision and repeatability show that with the proper
correction the data can be
extremely accurate. The data produced by the automated process shows precision and drag
accuracy on par
with the previous methods used by Walter [1]. The automation of the data




Previous research on near stall instability has been done with various pressure
sensors, probes [9], and flow visualization [9]. These methods avoid some of the issues
encountered during this thesis. Some previous research using a structural balance [10] has
also been done. Due to balance type and construction, research done by Broeren and Bragg
[10] encountered fewer problems. The balance built by Walter [1] was not built with the
intent of being used for dynamic data collection. There are concerns with both the structure
and the cell readings that needed to be overcome to get quality data. Once these concerns are
addressed, this balance has the capability to test both airfoils and full scaleMAVs. The steps
to setup and run dynamic testing are provided in list form for clarity:
Choose sampling parameters for testing
Check unloaded signals
Apply stop band filters to interference signals
Perform a frequency response test with the desired test object mounted
Run filter design process to obtain filter (sampling dependent)
Input filter constants
Using a level, bring the balance to zero angle of attack
With tunnel off, zero the angle of attack and differential pressure sensor
Bring tunnel up to desired velocity
Begin data logging




Running the dynamic test requires only part of the calibrations needed for static
testing. The angle of attack and pressure sensor still require zeroing to be accurate. As
frequency data is the main concern, it is not necessary to zero the cell voltages. The only
aspect of the load measurement calculations that affects the frequency data is the scaling
done by the interaction matrix. Variation in the cell DC value is not a concern because it
does not affect oscillation amplitude.
To get accurate dynamic drag data a structural filter is required. A frequency
response function (FRF) test must be performed to calibrate this filter. This test requires an
impact hammer to strike the test object in a specific loading direction. The frequency domain
data is processed to produce a plot of input over output. The impulse produced by the
hammer strike produces a horizontal line at a magnitude equal to the impact force. If there is
no structural influence, the readings will be identical to the hammer readings. This will
divide to a horizontal line with a magnitude of one. All deviations from this line represent
structural influence. Frequency response tests are done for lift and drag with excitation in the
lift, drag, and side-load directions.
One issue with the frequency responses is the standard method of testing. Modal
hammer testing is as much an art as a science. The ability to strike perfectly in one direction
requires extreme precision. Often other directions are accidentally excited by slightly
misaligned contact. Rather than attempting to compensate for all disturbances in the
frequency responses, a preliminary aerodynamic test is performed. The data is analyzed for
any behavior matching the frequency responses. All frequency response behaviors that
strongly influence




After selecting the frequency response disturbances to be removed, a filter design
program is run to process the data. The only prominent disturbance near the frequency range
of interest is the drag response to drag perturbation. For the drag-drag frequency response
disturbance a 3-term filter was chosen. The number of terms affects the curve fit equation
used in the software. The FRF filename is entered into the programming as well as the
desired frequency range for the curve fit. Figure 5-1 shows the FRF file and the curve fit.
The FRF represents input over output, H(cq) = , in the frequency domain. If there is
no structural influence this will equal to 1 for all frequencies (co). To correct it requires a
filtering function, G(o)) . When applied the filter behaves as a frequency domain multiplier
to make \{ Gico) = 1 for all co. Rearranging the equation produces G(co) = ~-l or
X(m)




. The standard equation for the frequency domain multiplier function created
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. The equation is transformed into a digital filter of
the form: y[n]




2] . Figure 5-2 shows the filtered FRF.
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Figure 5-1: Drag FRF Curve Fit
Filtered Drag-Drag Frequency Response Function
30 40
Frequency (Hertz)
Figure 5-2: Filtered Drag FRF
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The filter causes one minor issue. The frequency response testing is done while the
tunnel is off, so the curve fit is performed without the noise created by the tunnel.
Amplification of data at higher frequencies causes increasing magnitude values due to the
noise created when the tunnel is operating. This causes an upward slope in the data as
frequency increases. While this is undesirable, it is still reasonable to deal with and it does
not obstruct any clear peaks or valleys that may occur. In addition, this occurs mainly at 40
Hz and beyondwhile the main focus is in the frequency range of 0 to 10 Hz.
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5.2.2 Signal Interference Filters
There were two consistent signal interferences, one at 30 Hz and another at 60 Hz.
While the United States standard A/C power frequency is 60 Hz, that influence was removed
by balancing the data acquisition circuit as described in section 3.2.1. The RIT wind tunnel
is surrounded by a machine shop on one side and etching machines on the other. It is likely
that something in either area operates at 60 Hz giving off an electromagnetic disturbance that
is picked up by the cells. The 30 HZ disturbance comes from the tunnel fan motor giving off
an electromagnetic field that is picked up by the cells. The spike in the frequency domain
plots reduces its frequency as the motor slows after being shutdown. In addition, when
someone in the machine shop is welding, large signal spikes occur in the cells, giving them
the appearance of overload. This cannot be compensated for due to the strength of the
disturbance caused by the welder.
Two band stop filters are included in the VI to handle the consistent disturbances.
While these magnitude spikes do not affect the rest of the data, the filters are important to
implement. The balance and data acquisition system is designed to be operable by those
unfamiliar with the setup. It is important to ensure those unfamiliar with the system do not
mistake the source of the spikes. Much of the data collected for this thesis is collected
without the filters to allow for analysis of the data, including the flaws.
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5.3 Results
Initial dynamic testing was performed on the flat plate with no instabilities found
experimentally. The test object used to ensure the functionality and validity of the balance
was the LRN-1007 airfoil. There are several papers that have published data regarding this
airfoil, including two by Broeren and Bragg [10] [11] featuring data acquired by a
mechanical balance. While testing cannot be performed at the same Reynolds number used
by Broeren and Bragg, an analysis of the Strouhal number versus angle of attack can be used
for comparison.
The Strouhal number equation used for airfoils is based on projected airfoil height
(c- sin(a)), unsteady flow/forcing frequency (/), and free stream velocity (/):
St = . This non-dimensional value allows for the comparison of airfoil
instabilities at any angle of attack. A change in flow characteristics,
besides those in the
equation appears to have no clear affect on the Strouhal number. The Reynolds number and
other flow characteristics are only a concern in the sense that they determine whether there
will be any unsteady behavior at a given angle of
attack.
The airfoil used has a 6 inch chord and a 12 inch span. The cross-section of the
airfoil is displayed in Figure 5-3. The airfoil, constructed by the Spring '04-'05 RIT MAV
Team, has a core made of hot-wire cut foam and a composite outer layer. Two holes
are cut
in the rear of the airfoil for the sting mounting screws.
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Figure 5-3: LRN-1007 Cross-Section
The initial run at the 15.6 degree angle of attack used by Broeren and Bragg [10]
showed no clear frequency peaks. This issue was attributed to the airfoil being 3-D, where
Broeren and Bragg used a 2-D airfoil setup. To create a 2-D environment for the airfoil two
large Lexan plates were installed into the tunnel. As this is not the original purpose for the
plates, they are not installed as close to the edge of the airfoil as desired. There is
approximately a XA to Vi inch gap. While this will not produce a perfect 2-D condition, it will
come close enough to exhibit near-stall instability. Figure 5-4 shows the full 2-D tunnel
configuration.
Figure 5-4: 2-D Tunnel Configuration
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5.3.1 LRN-1007 Frequency Data
As an example of the thought process used to analyze the data collected, LRN-1007
data will be used. The chosen example has the clearest peak of unsteady data. The run used
has a Reynolds number of 59,500 and an angle of attack of 15.6. The lift plot in Figure 5-5
has a clear peak, approximately centered on 2.5 Hz, and a secondary broadband peak
centered approximately on 45 Hz. In addition, there are the spikes from disturbances at 30
and 60 Hz. The drag plot in Figure 5-6 shows almost identical behavior with slightly varying
amplitude.
There is some interesting behavior in the drag plot around 7-8 Hz that also appears
very faintly in the lift plot. This disturbance, because it appears in both plots, is not a result
of the filtering process. This is an important factor to consider as the filter cannot be perfect
and it may exaggerate or create less prominent behavior. This behavior appears in all plots,
including very slightly in the MAV testing, signifying that this could be a shared behavior of
both objects or more likely a structural or aerodynamic behavior of the balance. In addition
it appears in all 4 cells, showing that it acts in either lift or moment. Filtering such a minor
disturbance is unnecessary and may cause more anomalies than it removes. Any such minor
disturbances are simply noted and considered when analyzing the data.
The 45 Hz behavior also appears in all the cell readings as well as the calculated lift
and drag. This appears to be structural by the drop off of values after the peak. This shows
up in all LRN-1007 data but not in the MAV data. It could be the natural frequency of the
airfoil. Additionally, a similar peak can be seen on the Lift-Lift frequency response tested
with the LRN-1007 mounted. A peak of the same nature exists for the MAV, but the LRN-
1007 peak is a much higher frequency due to the stiffness added by the composite outer
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layer. As this is a behavior of the test object and does not occur in an important frequency
range, it is not filtered out.
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Figure 5-5: LRN-1007, Re 59,500, AoA 15.6, Lift Frequency Domain Data
LRN-1007, Re59500, AoA 15.6. Drag Magnitude Fequency Plot
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Figure 5-6: LRN-1007, Re 59,500, AoA 15.6, Drag Frequency Domain Data
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Figure 5-7: LRN-1007, Re 59,500, AoA 15.6, Cell Loading Frequency Domain Plots
There are three sets of cells to analyze for frequency behaviors. The first set is
composed of cells one, two, and three, the drag tripod. Anything showing up on all three
cells, but not cell four, is inherently a drag behavior. The 7.5 Hz balance natural frequency is
a clear example. Note that the spike is split on cells two and three.
Cells two and three draw a line perpendicular to drag. Data appearing on only these
two plots represents side loading. There are three frequencies containing side load data: 6
Hz, 15 Hz, and 24 Hz. As the 6 Hz peak is so close to the 7.5 HZ peak, it would seem likely
that it has a similar source. The 7.5 Hz peak is a natural frequency created by the spring
behavior exhibited by cell one versus two and three. It would seem likely that the 6 Hz peak
is the spring behavior of side vibration alternating between cells 2 and 3. This gives them
opposite phases and eliminates the peak from the drag data but it still appears in the cell data.
The 15 and 24 Hz peaks were not thoroughly investigated and can only be speculated upon.
It is obvious by its appearance in cell plots 2 and 3 only, that these are side load vibrations. It
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is possible that these are the natural frequencies of the vertical supports, but that hypothesis
has not been tested.
The third data set to consider is cell 4 alone. Due to the method ofmounting with
two pivots, this cell most purely represents lift frequency data. Anything appearing in the lift
frequency data that does not appear on cell 4 is undesirable. It is clear that cell 4 does not
contain the peak at 7.5 Hz cause by drag natural frequency, and only contains the data spikes
(beside the known 30 and 60 Hz EM disturbances) at 2.5 and 45 Hz.
The conclusion of this analysis is that it is extremely probable that the 2.5 Hz peak is
caused by near-stall instability. This data is the focus of this research. The 45 Hz peak, as
discussed earlier, is most likely a natural frequency of the mounted test object. The cell plots
have been provided with the rest of the tests in Appendix C to display that the identical
process can be performed on each to determine the high probability that the spike in the 0 to
10 Hz region is the unstable behavior this thesis is seeking.
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5.3.2 LRN-1007 Strouhal Data
To obtain Strouhal data the LRN-1007 airfoil was tested in 2-D, near stall conditions.
Several tunnel velocities were required to obtain frequency data at various angles of attack.
The velocity did not affect the Strouhal number calculated, but it did affect the frequency,
shape, and appearance of unsteady behavior. The analysis performed in Section 5.3.1 was
applied to obtain frequency peaks for several angles near stall. For validation, Figure 5-8 and
5-9 compare the data produced by this research to the LRN-1007 Strouhal number versus
angle ofattack fit line calculated from test data by Broeren and Bragg [11].
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Figure 5-8: LRN-1007 Strouhal number versus Angle ofAttack
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Figure 5-9: LRN-1007 Strouhal number versus Angle ofAttack with Reference to Stall
The published linear fit very close to the linear fit calculated from data collected, but
is not exact. In the data range collected by Broeren and Bragg, the data points fit closely
with their data. This data comparison clearly validates this balance and method. The
similarity in data proves that the balance is capable of measuring dynamic instabilities.
Additional angles of attack were measured below the values obtained by Broeren and Bragg.
At the highest and lowest angles of attack measured for this thesis the unsteady frequency
peaks broadened to 4-6 Hz wide and lowered in amplitude. For the 12.4 and 15.8 degree
measurements the data had to be averaged over several sampling periods to attempt to
determine the center of the broadband peak.
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5.3.3 RIT MAV Data
The RIT MAV was also tested for possible instability issues. Angles of attack from 6
to 13 degrees were analyzed. There are minor disturbances that may be associated with the
unsteady behavior of the MAV, but a much more extensive analysis would be needed. It
would take substantially more test runs at several more tunnel velocities to ensure a complete
analysis. In addition, the test was performed without the motor and propeller on the plane,
which wouldmodify its aerodynamic behavior.
While much is uncertain about the data, several pieces of information have been
gathered. First, the peak around 23 Hz appears in all of the plots including all 4 cell plots.
This obviously has some component in the lift direction. While it is not obvious from the
data alone, additional clues come from observations made while testing. The wings of the
MAV do not have a composite outer layer like the LRN-1007 and are therefore much more
flexible. During testing the wings visibly flapped. Whether instability is causing the
flapping or the flow is forcing it to vibrate at its natural frequency is uncertain. Without
more frequency response tests and general testing, it is not clear. It is worth noting as it is far
stronger from 8 to 10 degrees than at 6 degrees or 13 degrees. Regardless of its source, it is a
region of aerodynamic instability in the MAV even if it may not be the exact type expected.
The 9 degree angle of attack is displayed in figures 5-10 through 5-12. The rest of the MAV
data can be found in Appendix D.
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Figure 5-10: RITMAV, 7.7 m/s, AoA 9, Lift Frequency Domain Plots
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Figure 5-11: RITMAV, 7.7 m/s, AoA 9, Drag Frequency Domain Plots
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Figure 5-12: RITMAV, 7.7 m/s, AoA 9, Cell Loading Frequency Domain Plots
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6 Conclusions and Recommendations
At the conclusion of this thesis the RIT wind tunnel balance system was capable of
static and dynamic data collection. The flat plate testing, while containing minor bias error,
displays the capabilities of the automated system. The dynamic Strouhal data obtained from
testing the LRN-1007 agrees with published data, validating the balances dynamic data
capabilities. Very few institutions have the capabilities now at the disposal of RIT students
and faculty. It shows that a $2,600, student designed balance (not intended for dynamic data
collection) has the potential for not only graduate level work, but PhD level work as well.
The static data collection method and processing have been vastly improved. The
automation of testing and improvement of processing programs will allow more convenient
data collection with no degradation in data quality. Lab instructors and graduate researchers
can now perform steady-state (static) aerodynamic tests with almost no manual interaction.
The acquisition of dynamic data has been successfully incorporated. This allows for more
complex aerodynamic analysis of airfoils and MAVs. There are still several balance system
modifications that can be made to improve the process and capabilities of the balance:
Build panels capable of resizing the tunnel cross-section for
easier 2-D testing
Modify test section top panel for repositioning of the pressure probe
Automate tunnel velocity control
Modify or rebuild the balance to measure side force and rolling moment




The current plates used to produce 2-D conditions were not built specifically for that
purpose. Placing, aligning, and fastening the plates is a difficult and imprecise process.
After several minor adjustments a 2-D condition can be adequately created. To improve the
2-D setup, sliding plates should be constructed. The plates should be made with two
threaded rods protruding from the top and bottom. These rods will sit in slots cut into the top
and bottom test section panels. Threaded caps will be tightened down on the threaded rods,
clamping against the test section panels and securing the plate in place. This design would
make the plates fully adjustable and vastly improve the alignment and fit of the plates to the
test object.
As discussed in Section 4.5, the test object interacts with the pressure probe at higher
angles of attack. This causes error in the data. There are limited access holes in the top
panel for placement of the probe. An analysis of the tunnel should be performed, taking into
account test object location, to determine the optimal probe placement. If it is not possible to
eliminate this interaction the processing program should be modified to assess all pressure
related values while the balance is at a low angle of attack reference angle.
The matter of automating tunnel velocity will require additional
work. The control
used for the tunnel, shown in Figure 6-1, is imprecise. It is difficult to achieve the exact
velocity desired. The controller also has high
voltage wires making it difficult to modify.
The best option would be to open up the control box and rewire it
with computer controlled
switches while leaving the manual buttons operable. As a secondary option, linear actuators
could be employed to activate the existing buttons.
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Figure 6-1: Tunnel Velocity Controller
This balance has proven the merit ofWalter's design. This balance is useful for the
measurement of the lift, drag, and possibly moment. Through extensive testing, many
lessons have been learned on the pros and cons of the balance design. To further improve the
balance system, a new balance should be designed. It should employ most of the design
characteristics ofWalter's balance. With several modifications to the design, measurement
of side force and rolling moment can be achieved. In combination with fixing the base unit
and connecting a second step motor to control z-axis rotation, the balance would be capable
of extensive automated testing. This would allow the characterization of nearly every
aerodynamic characteristic ofanMAV.
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During the redesign, the stiffness of the tripod should be increased. This should bring
the natural frequency of the system above the range where instabilities appear. The structural
filter will probably still need to be applied to drag, but the distortion in the frequency range
of interest will be minimized. This will improve the quality of the dynamic data. In addition
to balance modifications, there are important processing improvements that should be made:
Attempt calibration to obtain accurate moment data
Evaluate tunnel corrections
Add static testing data to dynamic data files
To date, moment data acquired has not been accurate. Preliminary calibration of the
moment data has produced relatively promising results. The source of the difficulty in
obtaining moment data is in the complexity of the interactions with other loadings.
Identifying and employing a non-linear method for interaction calibration should improve the
accuracy of the moment data. This would also further improve the lift and drag readings as
there are very minor non-linear behaviors in the lift and drag interactions as well.
An extensive study of flow quality and tunnel corrections should be performed. A
study of this sort has never been performed on the RIT wind tunnel. This data would further
increase the confidence in the data acquired. To improve dynamic data analysis, the static
data information should be included in the dynamic data file. Currently, additional
information must be placed in the filename. Addition of this information will allows for
completely automated testing of both static and dynamic forces.
The work of a graduate student with the implicit goal of improving the static and
dynamic data collection and processing could prepare the balance for graduate and PhD level
research. Its utility and potential is undeniable. It is inexpensive, easily repaired, and highly
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adaptable. Through the efforts of a few students and professors and very little monetary
support, this balance was created and has evolved. It represents one of the best options for
student run-research at RIT. If RIT is willing to provide the support and reasonable amount
of additional funding, the MAV program and graduate students will have an invaluable tool
to contribute to or even lead the academicMAV community.
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Figure A-l: Block Diagram Figure Layout
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Figure A-5: VI Diagram Section 4
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Figure A-9: VI Diagram Section 8
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Figure A-12: Pres_Temp_Calcs Sub-VI



























































Figure A-16: AoAmotorcontrol Sub-VI
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Appendix B: Processing Software
B. 1 Tripod Calibration Software





































































































































anglel =atan((refpt(2)-maxpt(2))/(refpt(1 )-maxpt(1 )))




B.3 Static Test Run Processing







% Data File Name
file=['C:\Documents and Settings\joshreve\My Documents\!!!!!thesis\thesis work\Static Data ProcessingV,
Aero_Cal_Data-11mps-ref_angle_0_0.txt']
%Zero file save name
savename='1 1
mpszerorefO'
% Varying variable column (Example: for AoA testing RefCol=1)
RefCol=1
% Varying variable reference value (Example: for AoA testing with zero AoA ref RefVal=0)
RefVal=0




%Lcal= 0.0032*(xA3-RefValA3) - 0.13*(xA2-RefValA2) + 1 .6465*(x-RefVal)-testmass;
%Lcal= 0.0028*(xA3-RefValA3) - 0.0902*(xA2-RefValA2) + 1 .5465*(x-RefVal)-testmass;
Lcal= 0;
%Dcal=
-6E-07*(xA6-RefValA6) + 8E-05*(xA5-RefValA5) - O.OOSS^xM-RefValM) + 0.0582*(xA3-RefValA3)

























































































zmoment(zi)=zmoment(zi)-zmref( 1 ) ;
end
%
% Recalculating Cl, Cd, and Cm using corrected Values
%
zCI=9.81 \001 *zlift./(presdyn*Arearef*0.0006451 6);
zCd=9.81 *.001 *zdrag./(presdyn*Arearef*0.0006451 6);





























save(savename, 'zAoA, 'zlift', 'zdrag', 'zmoment', 'zCI', 'zCd', 'zCm')
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% Data File Name




% Aero Calibration Adjustment Multiplier
calmult=.5
% Varying variable column (Example: for AoA testing RefCol=1 )
RefCol=1
% Varying variable reference value (Example: for AoA testing with zero AoA ref RefVal=0)
RefVal=0.01






















































































lift=sepdat(:,1 5);drag=sepdat(:,1 6);moment=sepdat(:,1 7);
CI=sepdat(:,18);Cd=sepdat(:,19);Cm=sepdat(:,20);ID=sepdat(:,zm+1);
%










% Recalculating Cl, Cd, and Cm using corrected Values
%
Cl=9.81 *.001 *lift./(presdyn*Arearef*0.0006451 6);































B.4 Frequency Response and FilterDesign Software



























































































B.5 Dynamic Test Run Processing





% file=input('Frequency Response Function File Name: ','s')












































a1= -2.0551 87758551 533e+003



















title('fill in, Magnitude Standard Deviation','FontSize',12)
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% file=input('Frequency Response Function File Name: ','s')
file=['C:\Documents and Settings\joshreve\My Documents\!!!!!thesis\thesis work\LRN1007Y,.
















































a1 = -1 .941 36521 3077008e+003




















title('fill in, Magnitude Standard Deviation','FontSize',12)
legend('Unfiltered','Filtered')
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% file=input('Frequency Response Function File Name: ','s')







































































































Figure C-l: LRN-1007, Re 102,000, AoA 14.6, Lift Frequency Domain Data




















Figure C-2: LRN-1007, Re 102,000, AoA 14.6, Drag Frequency Domain Data
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Figure C-4: LRN-1007, Re 62,000, AoA 14.6, Lift Frequency Domain Data






















Figure C-5: LRN-1007, Re 62,000, AoA 14.6, Drag Frequency Domain Data
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Figure C-6: LRN-1007, Re 62,000, AoA 14.6, Cell Loading Frequency Domain Plots
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Figure C-7: LRN-1007, Re 100,000, AoA 15.6, Lift FrequencyDomain Data
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Figure C-8: LRN-1007, Re 100,000, AoA 15.6, Drag Frequency Domain Data
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Figure C-9: LRN-1007, Re 100,000, AoA 15.6, Cell Loading Frequency Domain Plots
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Appendix D: Additional MAV Dynamic Data







Figure D-l: RITMAV, 7.7 m/s, AoA 7, Lift Frequency Domain Plots
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Figure D-3: RITMAV, 7.7 m/s, AoA 8, Lift Frequency Domain Data
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Figure D-4: RITMAV, 7.7 m/s, AoA 8, Drag Frequency Domain Data
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RITMAV, 7.7 m/s, AoA 1 0, Drag Magnitude Fequency Plot
Frequency (Hz)










Figure D-6: RITMAV, 7.7 m/s,AoA 10, Drag Frequency Domain Plots
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Figure D-7: RITMAV, 7.7 m/s, AoA 11, Lift Frequency Domain Plots
RIT MAV, 7.7 m/s. AoA 1 1 , Drag Magnitude Fequency Plot
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Figure D-8: RITMAV, 7.7 m/s, AoA 11, Drag FrequencyDomain Plots
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